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FROM YOUR EDITOR
Here is our special “Dream Rides”
edition. Hope you enjoy it and, if
you haven’t yet taken part in a
Dream Rides event, there are a
number of events still to take place
throughout the UK in 2013. The
organisers would be delighted to
hear from you. Thanks to Tony,
Fiona and Mike for their reports.
A warm welcome to new members
Steve Shearsby from Harrogate and
Brian Ramsay from Darlington.
THIRLESTANE DREAM RIDES
– 2013 A RECORD YEAR
This year’s Polar Dream Rides
attracted interest from a record
number of drivers and I decided to
operate a cancellation list after
accepting 30 cars whilst keeping
my fingers crossed that there would
be a percentage of last minute drop
outs (fortunately there were) but
we still squeezed the record
number of 24 cars, which only
included one microcar, into the
area in front of the Castle. For the
first time we did some pre-event
publicity with our nominated
charity. Many thanks to Andrew
Carrie for arranging for this with
Polar Stewart Brown who took his
1926 Lagonda LC Speed along to
the Sick Kids Hospital in Edinburgh
to allow 2 of the Clowndoctors to
exercise their imagination resulting
in some great photographs. These
were used not only by
Hearts&Minds Clowndoctors and
the Sporting Bears but also by
BVAC, the organisers of the
Motoring Extravaganza, in their
press releases and on their flyers.
Mike Webber again designed the
Sporting Bears’ Dream Rides flyer
(the costs of which were met by
BVAC) and made it double sided
with details of the location on the

reverse and included the lovely
image of one of the Clowndoctors
pointing the way.
A record number of Polars kindly
volunteered to help with setting up
on Saturday following our now
traditional lunch at The Lauderdale
ably organised by Kate Cherry
despite her working abroad for
much of May. Water barrels were
filled, parking bays marked out
(ignoring a number of cars which
had been parked within our
designated area) and the three
gazebos were erected in record
time thanks in particular to Brian
Kirkness supervising/controlling the
construction of the multi-poled
booking tent we borrow from
BVAC. The usual trestle tables
were not available to us this year
because they were being used to
store the various items removed
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from the parts of the Castle which
are currently being treated for dry
rot but the caretaker kindly
suggested we could use the tables
from the café instead. This was to
prove a most helpful solution. The
afternoon remained dry, if coolish,
and we left the site feeling
reasonably confident for the
overnight weather and predicted
Sunday sunshine which did
materialise but we were
unprepared for the sight which
greeted us upon our return at
7.30am! The booking tent had
collapsed forward. With great
difficulty Mike and I began to
disassemble it after we released
the anchoring straps. We had
noted during construction that a
number of footplates were cracked
or broken and a couple of poles a
little bent but it appeared that the
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collect the passenger and
immediately recognised him as the
person who was his own passenger
last year when his TVR Cerbera
developed a fault – weird or what?
Perhaps we should suggest he
makes a premium donation if he
returns next year! Graham
Chappell had gone the extra mile
and decorated his black Ferrari
F430 F1 Spider with silver lettering
advertising the Sporting Bears
Dream Rides and very tasteful it

strong gusty wind which had got up
caught the overhead “Book Here”
banner causing some of the plastic
joints to break and the supporting
poles to collapse. BVAC had
experienced similar problems with
their own banners. The tent was no
longer usable so we had to pack it
all away and pray that the weather
would remain dry to allow us to use
the display boards unprotected and
run our booking desk “al fresco”.
Five of those café tables placed side
by side were just long enough for us
to attach the “Book Here” banner to
and so Helen, Pat and Ann were
able to conduct business as usual.
Sid Palmer had kindly volunteered
to hand out flyers to the public as
they queued at the pay booth and
used Helen’s bike to race back up to
the Castle to replenish his supply.
Does Bradley Wiggin’s know that Sid
is now wearing his famous yellow
jersey?
Following Brian Short’s drivers’
briefing Pip Quinn from
Hearts&Minds, accompanied by
Dr Doodle (Calum) and Dr Squash

(Ben), addressed the assembled
drivers and thanked them for their
wonderful support. Cars were
quick to leave on Rides at 11 am –
so quick in fact that I missed out
on being first down the drive on
my own Ride, this year in Keith
Borkett’s wonderful Jaguar SS100
rep. Meanwhile, a selection of
other cars were identified to go
into the parade ring to advertise
our part in the Extravaganza and
the Clowndoctors along with Pip
jumped at the chance to board the
Lagonda. Other cars attending for
the first time this year included
Robert Daniel’s Rolls Royce Flying
Spur, Ralph Kelly and Laura
McBurnie’s Lotus Esprit, Tony
Beverley’s Marcos Mantara, Andrew
Carrie’s Porsche 911 Carrera 3.2,
Chris Pollen's Westfield, Alisdaire
Lockhart’s 1920 Vauxhall D-Type
and, most popular of all the
newcomers, Richard Levin’s Ultima
GTR. Most unfortunately this car
suffered a broken throttle cable
causing a rather uncomfortable
wait of 3.5 hrs by the roadside in
the constant sunshine before it was
eventually recovered by the RAC.
Andrew Carrie kindly went out to
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was too. James brought his Nissan
GTR this year, resting the Diablo
after its recent Italian adventure.
The Clowndoctors couldn’t resist
trying out Julian’s Messerschmitt
and provided the ultimate in in-car
entertainment. You can watch
their antics on YouTube at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wumlOFFFBys&feature=youtube
_gdata_player. A selection of

TVRs, Jaguars, a Morgan, a Ferrari
Dino rep, an AK Cobra rep, a
Dodge Viper and the Lancia Delta
Intergrale completed the line-up.
An amazing 8 Rides were given by
Trevor Maycock in his E-Type
Jaguar Roadster. Driver Liaison
and Passenger Loading were again
efficiently undertaken by Kate and
Dick while Hamish, Ron and
Andrew took turns on the gate in
between offering Rides. Brian
Kirkness managed to escape the
MG stand and controlled traffic
movement within the garage area.
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Helen Byth was in charge of driver
refreshments this year and was
helped by Ann Selby. We were all
delighted to see Ann following her
recent illness. Our other Ann, Ann
Cubitt, once again looked after the
Club and Charity Gazebo and kindly
donated the lovely teddy bear
which was raffled. Early in the
morning a kind, unnamed lady who
had spoken to me last year
donated a couple of bags of small
bears which Ann gave as a ‘thank
you’ to anyone who donated. This
then usually resulted in the
member of the public giving a
further donation – a great strategy!

New member Claire Howie ran the
Cool Wall so well she had to get a
second collecting tin as the first had
become too heavy to hold. At the
end of the day 86 Rides raised a
record £2,600 which was topped up
by £223 from the other donation
sources, making £2,823 in total.
I am always pleased when Polars
who are not involved in Dream
Rides but are attending the
Extravaganza take the opportunity
to drop by and say “hello”. This
year they included Mike McCormick,
Nicola Hocking and Graeme Ross
(who were only too happy to don
red noses), and Francis and Sarah
Galashan whom I met for the first
time. I end by saying a huge thank
you to everyone involved in making
2013 a record breaking year for
putting smiles on the faces of
passengers and for so generously
sharing their time, expertise and
wonderful cars so the Clowndoctors
can continue their therapeutic
services with children throughout
Scotland. I hope we don’t have to
wait another 8 years to enjoy
sunshine throughout the whole
weekend!
Fiona Davies

CHOLMONDELEY PAGEANT OF
POWER (CPOP) 14-16TH JUNE
2013
The Cholmondely Pageant of Power
is now well established as a worldclass historic motoring event, with
great on-track action for cars and
motorbikes both ancient and
modern. The sprint track circles the
estate and is some 1.5 miles in
length with a decent straight but
narrow with some tight chicanes
and hairpins. The faster cars top
140mph down the straight, secure
in the knowledge that there is a
row of straw bales on either side to
keep them away from the chestnut
trees lining the track.
Fastest time of the day was hotly
contested and eventually went to a
very bravely driven Radical sportsracer. A Caterham R300, similar in
concept, came a very close second.
Equally brave were the drivers of
the pre-war aero-engined
monsters, which included a Napier
Bentley and ‘Brutus’, a monster
from Germany with a BMW27 litre
engine. Other stars included a
wildly unsuitable NASCAR racer and
a 1938 Mercedes 125 GP car. This
100% accurate recreation was
commissioned by the late Tom
Wheatcroft of Donington fame and
driven at Cholmondeley by his son
Kevin.
Off-track action was non-stop, with
air-boat racing on the lake, quality
catering, trade stands and a fun
fair. There was a thrilling display by
the RAF Memorial flight, their
Lancaster, Spitfire and Hurricane
performing in formation and
individually. The solo display by the
Hurricane was beautifully flown and
an absolute delight to watch. The
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inner man was catered for by a
goodly selection of eateries and
bars. In the evening there was a
spectacular open-air classical
concert below the castle,
culminating in the Ride of the
Valkeries with RAF helicopters
zooming over the stage, lights
blazing in the dusk.
The Sporting Bears were again
given the opportunity to offer
Dream Rides. The total raised was
£4300. Favourite Dream Ride cars
were Roger Goodwin's 8-litre
Vintage Bentley and the
Lamborghini Murcielago. Other
stars included a Corvette
convertible in pristine white, a KTM

and a pair of Nissan GTR's. Most
unusual car was a lovely Aston
Martin DBR2 replica which
unfortunately broke a stub axle. I
drove down to the event then on to
Oxford in my Deon 246 GT (Dino
replica) and back, a total of over
800 miles for the trip. This entirely
without the assistance of the AA
which is in itself an achievement
worthy of note.
Mike Webber
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Ripley Castle Dream Rides

WHAT'S
NEXT
7 July Classics at Corbridge car
show. Contact Bob Selby email
cobra.gpt290s@blueyonder.co.uk
21 July Coldingham Gala
CANCELLED
12 August Tees-side Children's
Dream Rides.
Contact Tony Beverley email
tonybev52@gmail.com
18 August Raby Castle Dream
Rides, Staindrop, Darlington.
Contact Tony Beverley email
tonybev52@gmail.com
8 September Bo'ness Hillclimb
Revival – Teddy Bears Picnic.
Contact Andrew Carrie e-mail
Andrew@acarrie.net
22 September Sunday Lunch and
Meeting at The Collingwood Arms
Hotel, Cornhill-on-Tweed,
Northumberland. Contact Fiona
1 December Sunday Lunch and
Meeting at The Collingwood Arms
Hotel, Cornhill-on-Tweed,
Northumberland. Contact Fiona

RIPLEY CASTLE 29TH
MAY

the "Last of the Summer Wine
Brigade" and "Bingo", we were off.
By the close of business we had
raised the princely sum of £135
plus what was in the Charity Boxes,
so we will know what to do at Raby
Castle in August - start low and
have another fantastic day.
Thanks to Jo for looking after the
Bookings, the guys for turning up
and my daughter Molly who wore
the Zoe's Bear all day and had
everyone waving and smiling. In
all, a great day. Tony Beverley
WHIZZ-KIDZ
Carol McKinlay of Whizz-Kids writes
“We are excited to say we are
The weather stayed nice for our
planning on having our first ever
first outing at Ripley Castle on
Camp Whizz-Kidz in Scotland in the
Bank Holiday Monday. We had a
coming year. The camp will give
good mix of cars too, thanks to
young people a chance to have a
some old and new members
weekend away, learn important life
attending this my first of two
skills such as cooking and shopping
Dream Rides Events for 2013.
and make new friends! We will
We set up and waited for the
also be holding wheelchair skills
public to start the day, but as with
training for young people to get the
most new events, I/we knew it
best out of their chair by playing
could be a slow one, but hey, a
fun games such as musical statues
fantastic waterless cleaning
in Dundee from 7th to 9th August.
company offered to clean our cars
Training schemes are planned in
so Dave took the Rolls down and
September for Glasgow and
the public loved it - not enough to
Edinburgh.”
go for a ride but they loved it!!
We are hoping Carol will be able to
Mark from Zoe's Place arrived and
attend our September lunch when
Mark and myself were invited to
Polars will have an opportunity to
sell our wares over the PA system.
meet her and learn more of what
I think with shows like this, you
this amazing charity does to help
have to be patient, unless you are
young people get their own Dream
discussing dipstick lengths or which
Ride.
"gangle pin" your car has
then.......... after lunch we decided
to lower the donations more to suit
Contact Information
Helen

☎ 0131 440 2462

Helen Kirkness SBMC
44 Station Road
Roslin
Mid Lothian EH25 9LR
email: MrsGrrumpy@aol.com
Fiona ☎ 0131 552 2972

Fiona Davies SBMC
Stanley House
23 Stanley Road
Edinburgh EH6 4SE
email: ysy705@aol.com
Mike ☎ 0131 552 2972
email: ysy705@aol.com



Have a nice day!

